Indigenous Studies

This is a guide to selected books, government documents and reference materials in Aboriginal studies, with emphasis on Canadian and American native studies. For information on related resources, consult separate library guides in areas such as anthropology, sociology, and social work.

**BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND CATALOGUES**


**BOOK REVIEWS**

- **Canadian Book Review Annual**. Peter Martin Associates, 1975–2006. REF Z1035.A1C3 or online access via Library Catalogue
- Relevant book reviews can also be found in the *Canadian Periodical Index (CPI-Q)* online by selecting publication type: book reviews.

**CARTOGRAPHIC RESOURCES (MAPS)**


**CITATION AND WRITING GUIDES**

Academic style tip sheets and an essay and thesis preparation guide are available at the Research Help Desk or online at www.library.carleton.ca.

*RefWorks*, a free online research management, writing and collaboration tool, is also available at www.library.carleton.ca.
DATA AND GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS

Most of the government documents in the library’s collection are located in the Maps, Data, and Government Information Centre (MADGIC). The government documents collection is important for the study of indigenous peoples and government reports are available on a variety of subjects at www.library.carleton.ca/madgic/

Statistical data


Online access via Library Catalogue

Annual reports, policy papers and research reports


CA1 ICA.I51 .ENG or online access via Library Catalogue


Legislative Documents

- Proceedings of the Standing Senate Committee on Aboriginal Peoples.

CA1 YC28.A16 .EXF

- Report of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples

www.aicc-inac.gc.ca/ap/rrc-eng.asp

The Data Centre is part of MADGIC and provides access to data for faculty and students and facilitates research in the social sciences. You can also consult the centre for data analysis and selected aspects of survey research at www.library.carleton.ca/ssdata/index.html

DICTIONARIES AND ENCYCLOPEDIAS

North America


FC25.D53 or online access via Library Catalogue


REF E77.G15


REF E98.R3H73 2000


REF E76.2.K58 1995


REF E98.M4L96


REF E98.W8N38 2001 or online access via Library Catalogue


REF E76.2.W36


REF E98.A7W49


REF ML156.4.I5W75 2005

Outside North America

- The Encyclopaedia of Aboriginal Australia; Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander History, Society and Culture. Aboriginal Studies Press, 1994. 2 v.

REF GN666.E53


REF GR375.O75


F2229.S75

DIRECTORIES AND BIOGRAPHIES


Inuit artists are indexed by last name in REF E99.E7I5565, alternate name in REF E99.E7I554, community in REF E99.E7I555, and Disc number in REF E99.E7I556

REF E99.E7B58

- First Nations Tribal Directory. Arrowfax Canada. E76.2.E57 (library keeps latest edition only)
REF E89.N395

REF E98.A7S8

FILMS

The library has a collection of over 1,000 films (in VHS and DVD formats) which can be searched by choosing “Film/Video etc.” as the “material type” on a keyword search in the catalogue. Films are shelved behind the Circulation Desk. Here are samples of films in the collection:

VID D3035, VID D5123, VID D5124

VID D5198

GUIDES AND HANDBOOKS

REF E77.C555

REF E77.H25

REF E76.2.H43

REF E77 BIBL .W48

JOURNALS AND MAGAZINES

Journals (including periodicals, serials and magazines) are sources of the most recent research. The library subscribes to the following journals. Check the library catalogue for call number and/or online access.

Aboriginal Voices
American Indian Art
American Indian Culture and Research Journal
American Indian Quarterly
Canadian Journal of Native Education

Canadian journal of Native Studies
Cultural Survival Quarterly
Ethnohistory
Etudes Inuit. Inuit Studies
First Peoples Child & Family Review
The Indian Historian
Journal of Aboriginal Health
Journal of American Indian Education
Native South
Native Studies Review
Pimatisiwin: A Journal of Aboriginal and Indigenous Community Health
Studies in American Indian Literatures
Wicazo Sa Review
Windspeaker

JOURNAL ARTICLE DATABASES

For online access to databases, go to www.library.carleton.ca.

America: History and Life.
Contains citations and abstracts from 1964 to articles from journals in all areas of Canadian and U.S. history, including aboriginal studies, ethnic studies oral history, and policy studies.

Anthropology Plus.
Indexes articles on cultural and social anthropology, ethnology, physical anthropology, material culture, archaeology, folklore, and linguistics from the late 19th century to the present. Print equivalents include: Anthropological Literature.

ARTbibliographies Modern.
Contains citations and abstracts in the areas of modern and contemporary art, decorative and applied art, and photography. Includes aboriginal art.

Bibliography of Native North Americans.
Contains citations on native North Americans from the 16th century to date. Topics include history, culture, anthropology, linguistics, education, psychology, medicine and ethnomusicology.

CPI-Q (Canadian Periodical Index).

Early Canadiana Online.
Features works published from the time of the first European settlers to the 1920's. Collections include: Canadian women's history; English Canadian literature; native studies; history of the Hudson's Bay Company; Champlain Society publications.
First Nations Periodical Index.
Indexes journals of mainly Canadian native content. A list of journals covered is provided.

Hubert Wenger Eskimo Database.
Contains full text and images of 19th and 20th century historical and ethnographic literature concerning Inuit/Eskimo peoples. Emphasis is on items written by explorers, missionaries, ethnographers, and others who were among the first non-natives to travel among these peoples. Out-of-print and hard to find materials are given priority.

SELECTED SUBJECTS

Ethnic Relations
E78.C2H46 2006

Healing
SD411.D74 2009

History
RSV E78.C2D528 2009

Homelessness
HN107.C23 2006 or online access via Library Catalogue

Indian Act
KE7702.A662

CA1 SWA20 2001.F35 .ENG or online access via Library Catalogue

Law
E78.C2F5578 2008

Recovery and Reconciliation
E78.C2.W23 2008

Residential Schools
E96.2.C37 2008

E96.5.F56 2006

Self-government
E92 .A324 2008

M.A. 2004.K36 or online access via Library Catalogue

Traditional Knowledge
GN476.A36 2008

Treaties
CA1 IA 2004.W33 .EXF

Women
HV6535.C3R45 2006